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F-COMMERCE

Time : 3 Hours Total Marks : 100

Note :- (i) Attempt all questions.

(ii) A11 questions carry equal marks

(O Be precise in Your answers.

1. Attempt any two parts : (2x10=20)

(a) What is the difference between E-commerce and

E-business ? What is architectural framework of
E-commerce ? E;Plain in detail.

O) Explainthe various models of E-commerce in detail'

(c) What is the need of E-commerce in the present scenario ?

Explain its advantages and disadvantages.

2. Attempt anY two Parts : (2x10=20)

(a) Write short notes on the following:

(t) ATM

(ii) ISDN.

(b) What is Mobile Commerce ? What are the benefits of

mobile commerce ? What do you understand by WAP

technology ? What are its limitations ?
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(c) Explain the role bf Intranet in an organization,s
developmen t. C atagonze E-commerce tran sacti ons based

onentities involved.

3. Attempt any two parts ; (2x10=20)

(a) What is the importance of Web Security ? Discuss the
. issues related to the Web Security.

(b). Write short notes on the following :'

(i) TransactionSecurity

(ii) Network Security.

(c) What is Firewall ? How does it protect a site ?

Describe the components and types of,firewall in detail.

Attempt any two parts : (2x10=20)

(a) Write short notes on the following :

(ii) vPN.

O) Describe the role of cryptography in E-commerce.
Differentiate between symmetric and asymmetric
encryption with a suitable example.

(c) What do you understand by Data Encryption ? Write
various steps of RSA algorithm. If N : 187 and the
encryption key E = 17 find out the corresponding
private key.

Attempt any two parts :

(a) EDI application in business

(b) Laws of E-commerce

(c) Credit cards and Smart cards.

(2x10=24)
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